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INTRODUCTION: All of us understand that physical exercise leads to better physical heath. Though exercise 
can at times be tiring, difficult, and maybe even uncomfortable, we know that it is for our good because it 
helps the various parts of our body to be stronger. In the same way, at times it can be tiring, difficult, and 
maybe even uncomfortable to exercise our spiritual gifts in the Body of Christ. However, when we exercise 
them humbly and for the glory of God, He uses them to build up His Body in amazing ways. In this message, 
we learn what steps we need to take today to help us learn how to exercise our gifts in the Body.  
 
READ: Romans 12:1-6a 
 
DISCUSSION: 
1. Have you ever determined to exercise regularly, but found it very difficult to follow-through? If so, share 

you experience with the group and answer the following questions: 

• What things prevented you from accomplishing your goal? 

• How does exercise benefit our physical bodies? 

• Why is it important that we try to exercise all of our muscles? 

• How is this similar to exercising our gifts in the Body of Christ? 
2. What illustration did Pastor Matthew use to demonstrate what it means to surrender our body to the 

Lord? How often should we do this? Why is this important? 
3. In your own words, what does it mean to be a living and holy sacrifice? 

• Why is this an appropriate response to God? 

• According to Hebrews 10:3-14, why do we no longer have to offer animal sacrifices? 

• When we offer ourselves, according to last statement in Romans 12:1, how does God view it? 
4. The word “conform” describes pressure that is placed on an object or person. In what ways does the 

world try to pressure us to fit its mold?  

• How does this impact our personal walk with the Lord? 

• How does this impact our relationships in the Body of Christ? 

• How does this impact our witness to the lost? 

• How should the truth of John 16:33 help us as we live in the world? 
5. The solution to resisting being conformed to the world is to be transformed by the renewing of our 

mind. What does this mean to you and how can this happen? What illustration did God give us to help us 
understand the beauty of a mind that is being renewed? 

6. In serving the Lord, what are some characteristics that should describe our attitude and actions towards 
others? 

• Take a moment and read 1 Corinthians 13:1-8. What importance does love play in the process of 
serving? 

• Why do you think God placed this chapter right between two chapters that explain spiritual 
gifts? 

• How is this also taught in 1 Peter 4:8-9? 
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7. Why is it important that we accept our role in the Body of Christ?  

• What are the dangers of trying to stir up gifts that God hasn’t given us?  

• How can we use “sound judgment” to help us discern our gifts? 

• What can you do today to intentionally show appreciation for the other gifts in the Body? 
8. As a group read Matthew 25:14-30 and answer the following questions: 

• Knowing that the Master was about to leave, what did He do for His servants? 

• How did the three servants respond to the gift that was entrusted to them? 

• When the Master returned, how did He respond to the first two servants?  

• What excuses did the third servant give for not using his gift? How did the Master respond to 
him? 

• In what ways could this apply to us exercising the gifts that God has given to us? 

 
TAKE IT WITH YOU: Discover your gifts and begin exercising them and developing them for the glory of God 
and the good of others! 
 
READING LIST:   
Monday: Hebrews 10:3-18 / Tuesday: 1 Peter 1:13-21 / Wednesday: 1 Peter 1:21-2:3 
Thursday: 1 Corinthians 13:1-8 / Friday: 1 Peter 4:1-6 / Saturday: 1 Peter 4:7-11 / Sunday: Matthew 25:14-30 
 


